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SPRAYTHANE
850
HIGH-SPEED PRODUCTION FINISHES

WHAT 850 SPRAYTHANE WHITE SATIN FINISH
WHERE NISSAN STAND, 2003 SYDNEY MOTOR SHOW

SPRAYTHANE™ 850
Satisfy Your
Need For Speed.

Spraythane™ 850
Ideal Uses:

Australia’s most popular polyurethane system for
almost two decades!

PROJECTS WHERE
QUICK TURNAROUND
IS KEY TO SUCCESS

The Spraythane™ range combines the fastest curing times available with a vast
working temperature range, three gloss levels and textures, with the world’s most
sophisticated colour matching system. All this in an easy to use system that
spray painters, kitchen makers and shopfitters have loved since 1985.

SHOPFITTING

And if you’re a designer or specifier, you’ll love the range of colours – more than
40,000 electronically recorded and growing.

KITCHEN & BATHROOM
CABINETRY
CLEARS OVER TIMBER/
VENEER PANELLING

When You Can’t Get It On Fast Enough
If speed of production is important to you, you’ll recognise the value of 850
Spraythane. While many products struggle to cure within days of spraying, 850 cures
for packing overnight – and sooner when baked or cured in warmer temperatures.
Faster turnaround times mean better scheduling of jobs and less waiting.
Normally the speed of 850 would diminish the gloss level, but with specialised
additives and the latest polyurethane technologies, it displays excellent gloss and
definition of image at a speed that is simply breathtaking.

Designed for All Temperatures
Think a fast-curing polyurethane will boil in tropical summers? Think again. 850
Spraythane was initially designed for use in a Queensland summer under some
of the most extreme conditions on the planet.
Combine these design requirements with three Part B hardeners that further
extend working temperatures, and you have a product that is effective from just
under 10˚C to more than 35˚C and high humidity.

Goes on Easy Without Thinning
Thousands of applicators can’t be wrong. With a simple 3:1 mixing ratio and no
required thinning, 850 Spraythane has benefited by countless hours of laboratory
testing to increase usability and application. If you want to waste less time mixing
and applying product, 850 Spraythane is the choice of professionals.

Gloss. Satin. Matt. Same Features. Same Hardeners.
Three gloss levels and a range of textured finishes (called 853 Vinyltex), opens new
possibilities and choices for designers and specifiers.
The classic Gloss finish (95-100% gloss level) exhibits excellent gloss and definition
of image at blinding speed while the Satin (55-65%) and Matt finishes (25-35%)
offer the same exceptional features and speed with the allure of a flatter surface.
Learn more about 850 Spraythane and all our other products at www.evic.com.au
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